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About these webinars
Thanks to MatPrat and Animalia for kindly offering to host these webinars.

Funders had no role in the design or content of these webinars (in fact, they haven’t 
even seen the material yet)

Webinars are an introduction to topics that will be further covered during an on-site 
training class in Oslo, likely end of 2021, early 2022. Please check with Ms. Trine 
Thorkildsen (MatPrat) for details. 

Slides and info from this webinar can be found at
https://modelassist.epixanalytics.com/x/BIDAAg

https://modelassist.epixanalytics.com/x/BIDAAg


www.epixanalytics.com

Part 1: How do they do it? A nutritionist-friendly 
explanation of the modeling methods used for the 
retrospective estimation of dietary burden of disease

http://www.epixanalytics.com/


Risk, Evidence, and Uncertainty

© EpiX Analytics LLC

A. What do we mean by risk?

- The risk analyst perspective applied to epidemiological 
questions

B. Evidence of risk – types and quality

- Types of studies and the evidence they provide

- Exposure and Dose-response

C. Organizing and using evidence to describe risk in 
nutrition

Meta-analysis, nutrition guidelines and burden of disease

D. The role of uncertainty 



A. Classical health risk analysis is mechanistic
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Risk:
-What can go wrong?
-How likely it is to happen?
-What’s its impact?

Risk analysis of dietary impacts

 Mechanistic analysis often not feasible due to lack of real dose-
response data, particularly for multiple correlated factors/foods - > risk
estimation and prediction relies on epidemiological evidence that looks 
at associations. Causation difficult (e.g. Bradford-Hill criteria)

 Accuracy of prediction highly dependent on inherent assumption of 
causality, evidence quality, and statistical uncertainty. 

Disease burden (cases, 
mortality, QALY/DALY, 

etc)

Risk Factors (foods, 
preparations, 

nutritional 
components)

Attribution 
through epi 

evidence

Predicted impact of intervention



Sequence of studies to identify causality in 
human populations

Clinical 
observations

Available 
data

Case-control

Cohort

Randomized 
trial
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Analytical epidemiological 
studies – designed, but no 
control of exposure
Use: association, evidence of 
causation

Controlled trials –
Exposure controlled by 
researcher
Use: determine causation

Descriptive studies– no design or control of 
exposure 
Use: hypothesis for association
Ecological studies: grouped data

B&W figures from Pfeiffer, D (2002) Veterinary epidemiology – an introduction. pp. 20-22 (London, UK)



B. Ecological studies and their perils

Does dietary fat consumption cause breast cancer?
 Country-level cancer incidence and average fat 

consumption
 But don’t know if individuals with cancer in country also 

had high fat intake
 Pattern also possible if low fat intake in cancer individuals 

in country
Ecological fallacy: ascribing to members of group 
characteristics not present in individuals

© EpiX Analytics LLC https://doi.org/10.1093/jnci/80.11.802

Carroll KK. Experimental evidence of dietary factors and hormone-dependent cancers. Cancer 
Res. 1975 Nov;35(11 Pt. 2):3374-83. PMID: 1104150.

https://doi.org/10.1093/jnci/80.11.802
https://cancerres.aacrjournals.org/content/35/11_Part_2/3374.long


RCTs potential biases

RCTs in nutrition eliminate confounding, but can still have potential biases (to 
name a few):

 “Treatment” food complex rather than single drug, “Control” not always possible

 Dietary components correlated -> substitutions can cloud effects

 Adherence in longer trials argued to be poor, e.g., Women’s Health Initiative failed 
to reach target fat reduction, but plenty of evidence for adequate adherence:
 85-90% after 24mo in DIRECT trial*

 Shorter trials have good adherence, e.g., >95% in recent 8-wk free-living NHANES RCT**

 Blinding unfeasible: potential for Placebo and nocebo effects

*Greenberg I, Stampfer MJ, Schwarzfuchs D, Shai I; DIRECT Group. Adherence and success in long-term weight loss diets: the dietary intervention randomized controlled trial (DIRECT). J 

Am Coll Nutr. 2009 Apr;28(2):159-68. doi: 10.1080/07315724.2009.10719767. PMID: 19828901.

** Sridevi Krishnan, Fanny Lee, Dustin J Burnett, Annie Kan, Ellen L Bonnel, Lindsay H Allen, Sean H Adams, Nancy L Keim, Challenges in Designing and Delivering Diets and Assessing 

Adherence: A Randomized Controlled Trial Evaluating the 2010 Dietary Guidelines for Americans, Current Developments in Nutrition, Volume 4, Issue 3, March 2020, 

nzaa022, https://doi.org/10.1093/cdn/nzaa022

© EpiX Analytics LLC

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/19828901/
https://doi.org/10.1093/cdn/nzaa022


Cohorts provide large body of nutritional 
evidence. What can cause spurious results?

 Bias: systematic error resulting in in correct estimate of 
true exposure -> outcome effect

 Confounder: variable associated with both exposure 
(food) and outcome (illness), AND not in casual pathway 
between exposure and outcome. Provides alternative 
explanation for exposure -> outcome

 Residual confounding: confounding left after adjusting for 
known confounding. Common to all observational studies, 
but not issue in balanced RCTs

“noise” very large in data because exposures imprecise, 
effects moderate, long studies -> perfect storm to 
misclassify results

Confounder:
Smoking

Outcome:
Lung 

cancer

Exposure: 
Coffee Association

Association Risk factor



Dog or goat?
It’s 100% goat or 100% dog. Can you tell?

All evidence is there, but as line between 
dog/goat is subtle, correct classification is 
hard.

Effects of nutrition in health: either causal 
or not, irrespective of effect size….but 
biases, confounding, and modest 
observed effect sizes challenge correct 
evaluation.

Highest quality of evidence should be one 
that allows us to determine the real 
effect. Regardless of how easy is to come 
across that evidence. https://www.rover.com/blog/optical-illusion-dog-goat/

Bias

Confounding

https://www.rover.com/blog/optical-illusion-dog-goat/


Connecting illnesses to risk factors
Relative risks (RRs) central for disease burden calculation: risk of illness in exposed group, 
relative to an “un-exposed” population

 Exposed usually consumer certain food
 Measures association, NOT causation

 Definitions of exposure, outcome, and “confounders” are crucial, since observation epi data 
used to create non-mechanistic strict dose-response

RRs dominant source of uncertainty in burden of disease estimation. Must be correctly 
combined with additional parameter uncertainties (mortality, consumption, etc.) to 
estimate the total uncertainty of the disease burden

Fig 1 From: Bradbury, KE; 

Murphy, N; Key TJ. Diet and 

colorectal cancer in UK 

Biobank: a prospective study, 

IJE 49(1), Feb 2020, pp. 246–

258, 

https://doi.org/10.1093/ije/dyz06

4
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RR= same risk consumer/not consumer

RR >1 greater risk food consumer

RR<1 less risk in food consumer

.5 1 1.5 2

Uncertainty

https://doi.org/10.1093/ije/dyz064


Effect size, uncertainty, and bias

 Uncertainty –
statistical 
representation 
of imprecise 
knowledge

 Biases – quality 
of evidence

 Effect size –
magnitude

© EpiX Analytics LLC



Exposure Definitions

 Ecological vs individual (e.g., amount of pork disappearance per capita vs dietary survey of pork 
consumption by people in a country)

 Dietary exposure might be a food, a nutrient, a food group, or a contaminant
 Self-reported food or food group servings are all that can be measured sometimes (unless a biomarker 

can be used, e.g. plasma micronutrient levels)
 These servings are then converted through assumptions and standard recipes to the exposure of interest

 Many known issues with these methods (recall bias, reliability of memory, reporting bias, 
measurement errors, misclassification, etc).
 These biases differ based on what is measured, the study procedures, etc. 

 Freedman et al, 2011,  Freedman et al 2014

 Modern methods such as described by McClung et al., 2018, Am J of Preventative Med Vol 55 seek to 
address these limitations but also require validation (and have their own biases).

 Exposure assessments are key aspect of study quality and evidence grading

© EpiX Analytics LLC

https://doi.org/10.1093/jnci/djr189
https://doi.org/10.1093/aje/kwu116
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.amepre.2018.06.011


Discrete or continuous?

 Many epi studies assign participants to exposure groups 
relative to the rest of the population (e.g., quartiles or 
quintiles of food consumption)

 This can reduce bias in some circumstances:
 High intra-person variability where multiple measurements 

were taken (Seixas and Sheppard, 1997)

 It can also introduce bias, or at the least, misclassification, 
if the groups don’t have homogenous exposure
 If systematic error in the measurement, or there is bias in 

covariates, misclassification can bias in any direction
(Brenner & Loomis, 1994) 

 Categorization discards information and limits options to 
control for confounding

© EpiX Analytics LLC

“We wish to alert investigators to 
frequently encountered but often 

ignored pitfalls in the interpretation of 
epidemiological data. Although the 
examples given… were restricted to 

situations in which categorization was 
introduced in the analysis, analogous 

phenomena would be expected if 
categorization were introduced at earlier 

stages, for example, with the use of 
discrete frequency questionnaires, a 

practice commonly employed in 
nutritional epidemiology.”

https://www.jstor.org/stable/40966515?seq=1
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/7986865/


Observational dose responses

 Observational dose-responses differ 
from experimental (the “classic” DR in 
risk assessment) 

 Within-study confounding is key 
difference, however: 
 Meta-analysis can bring together studies 

with underlying differences in both cases

 Extrapolation out of measured doses can be 
a problem in both cases. 

 Rarely, there can be a hormetic, or “j-
shaped” curve – uncommon to see 
shared effect at low/high doses 

© EpiX Analytics LLC

From Griswold et al, 
2018 Lancet vol 392

https://doi.org/10.1016/S0140-6736(18)31310-2


Observational DR is not mechanistic

Red meat consumption and coronary heart disease
 Dose = quintiles of exposure
 RR relative to reference (may contain prop. of non-consumers) -> Uncertainty large even post combination

Non-linear dose response between daily intake of 

red meat and risk of CHD, from Bechthold, et al, 

Crit Rev Food Sci Nutr. 2019;59(7):1071-1090.

Study Population servings
/ day

g/day 
midpoint

RR

Bernstein 
et al 2010

NHS 
Women’s 
cohort
N=84,136

0.28 23.8 1

0.45 38.25 0.91 (0.81,1.03)

0.64 54.4 0.99 (0.88, 1.12)

0.84 71.4 0.93 (0.81, 1.06)

1.17 99.5 1.13 (0.99, 1.30)

Haring et al 
2014

ARIC 
cohort (US 
men and 
women)
N=12,066

0.1 8.5 1

0.3 25.5 0.92 (0.76, 1.12)

0.5 42.5 1.02 (0.85,1.24)

0.6 51 1.1 (0.9, 1.35)

1.1 93.5 1.13 (0.89, 1.44)

https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/29039970/


C. Aggregating Evidence: Meta-analysis

 These relative risks are fundamental to 
nutritional guidelines and burden of 
disease

 Meta-analyses synthesize results so 
generally regarded as stronger evidence –
but included study quality and 
assumptions are still important.

 Important to understand assumptions 
and relevant exposures in underlying 
studies (and what is extrapolated)

© EpiX Analytics LLC From Aune et al 2017 Int. Journal of Epidemiology Vol 46

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5837313/pdf/dyw319.pdf


RCT starts high, 
can move down

Observational 
starts low, can 
move up or down

Evaluating Evidence Quality: GRADE 
 Evaluation of evidence is subjective. Guidelines provide transparency, not objectivity

 Developed for clinical guidelines (and used in Cochrane reviews)
 Increasing application in public health and nutrition meta-analysis

 ↓: Risk of Bias, Imprecision, Inconsistency, Indirectness, and Publication Bias 
 ↑: Large effect size (>2 or <0.5), clear dose response, and residual confounding that would only 

decrease effect size
 The evaluation of each of these may be subject to externalities (risk of harm, cost, etc.) – e.g., if an 

intervention is low-risk, some imprecision may be more accepted.  

© EpiX Analytics LLC

Grade Confidence in Effect

Very low The true effect is probably markedly different from the estimated effect

Low The true effect might be markedly different from the estimated effect

Moderate The authors believe that the true effect is probably close to the estimated effect

High The authors have a lot of confidence that the true effect is similar to the estimated effect



GRADE decision-making

© EpiX Analytics LLC

From Guyatt et al. 
Journal of Clinical 
Epidemiology 66 
(2013)https://www.cochrane.org/CD009825/VASC_mediterranean-

style-diet-prevention-cardiovascular-disease

The between study heterogeneity based on I2 is 
similar…but one was downgraded and not the other.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jclinepi.2012.01.006
https://www.cochrane.org/CD009825/VASC_mediterranean-style-diet-prevention-cardiovascular-disease


NutriGrade
 Due to preference for RCTs, GRADE will 

rate many studies as low and discount 
observational study evidence

 Example differences in NutriGrade: 

 no a priori low rank of non-RCT studies

 Adjusted RR qualifying as evidence to 
>1.2 or <0.8

 Separation and revision of measures of 
bias in study design for cohort vs RCT 
studies:

 ascertainment of exposure, adjustment 
factors, outcome emphasized for cohort 
studies 

 Exposure validation is a metric for both 
GRADE and NutriGRADE

© EpiX Analytics LLC

From Schwingshackl et al, Advances in Nutrition, Volume 7, 
Issue 6, November 2016

https://doi.org/10.3945/an.116.013052


GRADE and NutriGrade Exposure Evaluation

GRADE: 
Can we be 
confident in the 
assessment of 
exposure?
(From Vernooij
et al 2019
Annals of Int 
Medicine)

Definitely Yes Probably Yes Probably No Definitely No

- Diet measured at least every 
5 yrs
- Measurement validated with 
weighed food diary (either 
stated or cites the validation 
study)
- Correlation between 
measure and diary for the 
exposure is ≥0.4

-Diet measured every 
6-8 yrs
- Measurement 
validated with 
something other than 
weighed food diary 
(either stated or cites 
the validation study)

- Diet measured every 
9-10 years
- Measurement not 
validated or does not 
specify
- If validated, 
correlation between 
measure and diary for 
the exposure is ≥0.4

- Diet measured only 
at baseline or less 
than every 10 yrs

- Measurement is not 
validated

NutriGrade: 
Ascertainment of 
exposure (From 
Schwingshackl et 
al 2016)

Low risk of bias (two-thirds or more 
of included studies) = 0.5 points for 
each subitem

High risk of bias (over one-third of 
included studies) = 0 points for each 
subitem

Unclear risk of bias = 
0.25 points for each 
subitem

E.g., validated, calibrated FFQ or 24-h 
recall, diet history, or diet records 
(multiple days); Diet-associated 
biomarkers, e.g., 24-h urine

E.g., unvalidated FFQ, single 24-h 
recall, diet records, or diet history; Diet 
associated biomarkers: morning urine; 
Or not assessed

Assessed, but 
unclear

2

© EpiX Analytics LLC

https://doi.org/10.7326/M19-1583
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5105044/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5105044/table/tbl1/?report=objectonly#tblfn2


Example validation

Excerpt of table 2 from Hu et al., 1999, American Journal of Clinical Nutrition; 69:243–9.

© EpiX Analytics LLC

https://academic.oup.com/ajcn/article/69/2/243/4694136


WCRF Criteria for Evidence Rating
 Adapted by GBD Project to select included risk factor-outcome pairs
 Convincing or probable are strong enough to warrant WCRF recommendation (and are 

included in GBD)

© EpiX Analytics LLC

GBD requirements
(Murray et al, Lancet, 2019)

WCRF requirements 
(https://www.wcrf.org/dietandcancer/judging-evidence )

Convincing - Consistent association
- Substantial number of studies including 
prospective observational
- If relevant, RCT of size, duration, and quality to 
show consistent effects
- Biologically plausible

- Evidence from >1 study, at least two cohort studies
- No unexplained difference of effect size/direction
- Confidence that associations not from error or bias
- Plausible biological dose-response
- Experimental evidence from human or animal 

studies with realistic exposure show effect

Probable - Consistent association but with shortcomings 
or contrary evidence

a. Insufficient study duration 
b. Inadequate sample sizes
c. Incomplete follow-up

- Biologically plausible

- Evidence from >2 cohort studies or at least five 
case-control

- No unexplained difference of effect size/direction
- Confidence that associations not from error or bias
- Evidence for biological plausibility

https://doi.org/10.1016/S0140-6736(20)30752-2
https://www.wcrf.org/dietandcancer/judging-evidence


Next step: Nutritional guidelines

 Panels of experts are usually engaged to interpret evidence 
and come to consensus on appropriate recommendations

 World Cancer Research Fund – Continuous Update Project 
informs recommendations and risk matrix 
 e.g., “Be a healthy weight” and “Be active”

 E-Library of Evidence for Nutrition Actions – results of 
systematic reviews which inform WHO nutritional guidelines, 
 e.g., limit free sugar intake to less than 10% of total energy

 USDA NERS – Systematic reviews assimilated by committee 
to build the USDA Nutritional Guidelines
 E.g., limit sodium intake to less than 2.3 g/day

© EpiX Analytics LLC

Screenshot from https://www.wcrf.org/dietandcancer/interactive-

cancer-risk-matrix

https://www.wcrf.org/dietandcancer/interactive-cancer-risk-matrix


Next step: Burden of Disease
 Which diseases have the most impact on the 

population?
 Impact can be measured as actual prevalence 

or deaths, but also through quality of life
 Some measures are used to estimate burden 

from specific perspectives
 e.g., hospital capacity, absenteeism, productivity 

losses

 By associating risk factors and disease, can 
we attribute that burden to a root cause?
 Aspects of nutrition are one of many possible 

causes, or “risk factors”
 Attribution is usually at a population level, not 

directly for each case

© EpiX Analytics LLC

Burden of 
Disease 

attributed 
to Exposure

Prevalence and 
Mortality 

Exposure to Risk 
Factors 

connected with 
RR

Disability caused 
by illness and 

death from 
disease 



Using Nutritional Epi Studies in BoD estimates

 Selecting Risk Factors paired with disease

 Setting a “safe” level or baseline exposure for comparison 

 Global Burden of Disease project uses a TMREL

 Quantifying attributable burden of disease through PAF

Identify disease 
and the 

associated 
number of cases

Identify foods 
that are linked to 

the disease

Calculate PAF of 
cases

PAF X Total cases 
X Burden per 

case = Burden of 
Disease 

Proportion of 
consumers

Amount 
consumed

Amount consumed 
with zero risk (TMREL)

RR at amount 
consumed

© EpiX Analytics LLC



Basis for comparison: TMREL and other 
exposure limits

 The concept of disease burden requires a baseline (a point of 
comparison), but the definition depends on study purpose:

 In some cases, the goal is to quantify harm reduction:  
Comparison of interventions uses the exposure with each intervention vs “business as 
usual”

 Cost-efficacy generally focuses on achievable or cost-feasible levels of exposure. 

 Total burden requires a “zero risk” level – something like a TMREL from the 
Global Burden project, or a maximum residue level, NOAEL, etc.
 In some cases, a true zero exposure is impossible (e.g. Radon exposure), so if the goal is 

to inform interventions, it may not be relevant to evaluate impossible exposures. 

© EpiX Analytics LLC



Minimum risk exposure 

 Ideally minimum-risk level can be derived 
from dose-response, and is consistent 
with known mechanisms for disease 
causation

 Methods to determine TMREL for GBD 
have evolved over the years. 

 Now based on nature and shape of dose-
response

 Previously a weighted average of reference 
group exposures in studies
 Reference groups did not necessarily differ 

significantly from higher-exposed groups

 Compare with NOAEL and BMD concepts. 
© EpiX Analytics LLC

Colorectal cancer

Type 2 Diabetes



Population Attributable Fraction
 How much would be disease be reduced if everyone was exposed at the 

baseline amount (“counterfactual”), often a “no-risk” level or target level?

 Function of :

 the Relative Risk of an outcome at given exposure levels 

 the prevalence of exposure levels in the population (including at the safe or no-
risk level – e.g., TMREL for the GBD Project)

© EpiX Analytics LLC

𝑃𝐴𝐹(𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒) =
σ(𝑎𝑑𝑗. 𝑅𝑅𝐸𝑥𝑝 ∗ 𝑃𝐸𝑥𝑝) − σ(𝑎𝑑𝑗. 𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑀𝑅𝐸𝐿 ∗ 𝑃𝑇𝑀𝑅𝐸𝐿)

σ(𝑎𝑑𝑗. 𝑅𝑅𝐸𝑥𝑝 ∗ 𝑃𝐸𝑥𝑝)

𝑃𝐴𝐹(𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑜𝑢𝑠) =
.𝑎𝑑𝑗) 𝑅𝑅𝐸𝑥𝑝 ∗ 𝑃𝐸𝑥𝑝) − .𝑎𝑑𝑗) 𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑀𝑅𝐸𝐿 ∗ 𝑃𝑇𝑀𝑅𝐸𝐿)

.𝑎𝑑𝑗) 𝑅𝑅𝐸𝑥𝑝 ∗ 𝑃𝐸𝑥𝑝)

Equations from Mathers CD, Vos T, Lopez AD, Salomon J, Ezzati M (ed.) 2001. National Burden of Disease Studies: A 
Practical Guide. Edition 2.0. Global Program on Evidence for Health Policy. Geneva: World Health Organization.



 County A has 500 people. 50 of them enjoy a serving of a drink that is 
associated with a Relative Risk of 1.2 for Disease X per serving per day, and 1.25
for two servings. 30 people drink two servings per day. The remaining 420 
people never drink it. What is the attributable fraction of this drink for Disease 
X in County A? Assume the safe level to drink is 0. 

 The County had 15 cases of Disease X last year. It is not fatal, but each case is 
associated with a DALY of 0.3.  What is the burden associated with the drink?

Simple PAF and Attributable Burden

50

500
∗1.2+

30

500
∗1.25−

420

500
∗1.0 −

500

500
∗1.0

50

500
∗1.2+

30

500
∗1.25−

420

500
∗1.0

= 3.4%

© EpiX Analytics LLC

15 𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑠 × 0.3 Τ𝐷𝐴𝐿𝑌 𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒 = 4.5 𝐷𝐴𝐿𝑌𝑠 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑡𝑜 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝑋
4.5× 3.4% = 0.153 DALYs attributable to the drink



D. Combined effect of parameter uncertainty in 
nutritional disease estimates: EAT-Lancet example

 We replicated the 
uncertainty distribution for 
avoidable mortalities in the 
US from Springmann et al 
(2018)* flexitarian diet

 Added uncertainty in:
 amount of food consumed
 prevalence of consumers
 mortality rates

 prevalence underweight, 
overweight, and obesity

© EpiX Analytics LLC

https://academic.oup.com/jn/article/150/5/985/5736577

*Springmann et al (2018) Health and nutritional aspects of sustainable diet 
strategies and their association with environmental impacts: a global modelling 
analysis with country-level detail. Lancet Planet Health. 2018 Oct;2(10):e451-
e461. doi: 10.1016/S2542-5196(18)30206-7.

https://academic.oup.com/jn/article/150/5/985/5736577
https://www.thelancet.com/journals/lanplh/article/PIIS2542-5196(18)30206-7/fulltext


Oversimplifying science

https://www.nature.com/news/shades-of-grey-1.13029

See also accompanying The 

big fat truth article in Nature

https://www.nature.com/new

s/the-big-fat-truth-1.13039

https://www.nature.com/news/shades-of-grey-1.13029
https://www.nature.com/news/the-big-fat-truth-1.13039


How to move forward
COVID (clear cause-effect, acute infectious disease) has 
taught us A LOT about the difficulties in risk 
communication and policy when trying to deliver a simple 
message
 Be honest and don’t try to oversimplify the message: 

nutrition scientists focus on scientific evidence, leave 
risk communication and policy out of scientific findings

 Biases in exposure and outcome assessment are both
important to evaluate

 Push for transparency: compliance with GATHER1

(health estimates) and STROBE-nut2 (Nutrition obs. 
Studies) 
 sharing databases and code for reproducibility 

essential!

 Consider the “Ten commandments for good policy 
analysis”

Ten commandments for good policy analysis3

1. Do your homework with literature, experts 
and users

2. Let the problem drive the analysis

3. Make the analysis as simple as possible, but 
no simpler

4. Identify all significant assumptions
5. Be explicit about decision criteria and policy 

strategies
6. Be explicit about uncertainties
7. Perform systematic sensitivity and 

uncertainty analysis
8. Iteratively refine the problem statement 

and the analysis
9. Document clearly and completely
10.Expose to peer review
3 Morgan, M. G. and Henrion, M., (1990).Uncertainty: a guide to dealing with 

uncertainty in quantitative risk and policy analysis, Cambridge University 

Press, New York.

1Stevens Gaet al (2016) . Guidelines for Accurate and Transparent Health Estimates Reporting: the 

GATHER statement. Lancet. 2016 Dec 10;388(10062):e19-e23. doi: 10.1016/S0140-6736(16)30388-9. 

Epub 2016 Jun 28. https://doi.org/10.1016/s0140-6736(16)30388-9
2Lachat C et al. (2016) Strengthening the Reporting of Observational Studies in 

Epidemiology—Nutritional Epidemiology (STROBE-nut): An Extension of the STROBE 

Statement. PLOS Medicine 13(6): e1002036. https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pmed.1002036

https://doi.org/10.1016/s0140-6736(16)30388-9
https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pmed.1002036


www.epixanalytics.com

Part 2: How will we do? Disentangling the 
methodology used to forecast health impacts of diets 
using burden of disease calculations

http://www.epixanalytics.com/


Forecasting risks in a 
complex system

Prediction under current and changing conditions 
requires:

The farther into the future we go, the more 
uncertain predictions should be
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https://www.dictionary.com/browse/forecast

From IPCC 2013; Summary for Policymakers. In: Climate 

Change 2013: The Physical Science Basis.

A. Current knowledge: system structure (e.g., 
diet and health), parameters with uncertainty 
(e.g., RRs), trends

B. Future changes: projected interventions 
(e.g., diet change), emerging dynamics, 
trend shifts

C. Chance: part of nature even when 
parameters fully known

https://www.dictionary.com/browse/forecast
https://www.ipcc.ch/site/assets/uploads/2018/02/WG1AR5_SPM_FINAL.pdf


A. Current knowledge:
Structure of BoD Estimates and Attribution

 Burden of disease is based on illnesses and 
their impact, often measured as a DALY or 
QALY (Disability or Quality Adjusted Life 
Years)

 Attribution to risk factors is indirectly 
estimated based on epidemiological 
evidence and presence in population

 Population structure and characteristics 
allow these data to be combined in a top-
down approach

Burden of 
Disease 

attributed 
to Exposure

Prevalence and 
Mortality 

Exposure to Risk 
Factors 

connected with 
RR

Disability caused 
by illness and 

death from 
disease 
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1

2

3



Global Burden of Disease Project

 First publication in 1996, estimated the 1990 burden of 
disease and projected it forward to 2020.
 10 different risk factors for disease burden (none were 

foods, although childhood malnutrition was included)

 Between 1996 and 2010, the WHO released several 
updated estimates with gradual changes to methods 
and additional risk factors (introducing low fruit and 
vegetable intake)

 In 2012 the first of the modern GBD publications, for 
the year 2010 was published
 Added many different risk factors, including the other 

foods that are now included (some positive such as fruits 
and vegetables, others negative such as sugar-sweetened 
beverages.

 Multiple changes in methods have been adopted over the 
years

© EpiX Analytics LLC

From WHO 1996 Summary of the Global Burden of Disease

From Murray et al., 2020 Lancet vol 396

https://apps.who.int/iris/handle/10665/41864
https://doi.org/10.1016/S0140-6736(20)30752-2


1. Disability: DALY (and QALY)

 These measures of disease burden are designed to incorporate the impact of time 
spent out of perfect health and time lost from a healthy life expectancy due to 
early death

 Both measures are based on “utility” or “disutility” of a health state relative to a 
year spent in perfect health (scale of 0 to 1) but the quality of life and disability 
weights are measured in different ways

 DALYs more common for burden of disease studies 
 Created in 1990s as part of first Global Burden of Disease Project 

 Disability weights originally from health workers but have since been revised to include 
large-scale population surveys (e.g. Salomon et al 2015 Lancet Global Health Vol 3)

 DALYs can be age-weighted and future-discounted, although both adjustments have 
fallen out of favor.

© EpiX Analytics LLC

https://doi.org/10.1016/S2214-109X(15)00069-8


1. Disability: DALY Calculation (simplified)
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2. Disease incidence, prevalence, and mortality

 Disease burden is imposed both by the illness and by mortalities caused by the illness

 The number of illnesses from a given cause can be measured as incidence or prevalence (the rate 
of new cases vs the rate of existing cases)

 Mortality, incidence, and prevalence are all measured relative to a time period (often a year for 
chronic illnesses)

Current 1-week COVID-19 incidence = 445/700,000 people-weeks = 63.71/100,000
Prevalence of COVID-19 in same week = 3,942/700,000 = 560/100,000

Why the difference? Cases last for longer than a week, and the incidence in previous weeks was 
not constant.
Mortality rate during the week was 0.005%, meaning there were 32 deaths
(Case fatality rate =32/3942 = 0.08%).

© EpiX Analytics LLC



2. Incidence, prevalence, and mortality

 Incidence-based burden of disease  
 The total burden accrues at the time the illness begins

 Can over-estimate the impact at time of diagnosis

 Prevalence-based burden of disease 
 Burden is accrued throughout the time spent with illness

 Can under-estimate the future impact of new cases of 
long-duration disease

 Unless future health is “discounted” the 
approaches will find the same amount of 
burden over time.

© EpiX Analytics LLC

 To estimate the burden of disease in a population, incidence or prevalence can be used 
(with slightly changes to the methods)
 Because of impracticality of assessing death with a prevalence approach, a “hybrid” is 

sometimes used where burden of death accrues at the time of death rather than over the total 
projected lifespan. 



3. Risk Factors and disease attribution

 Required Data: 

 Population prevalence of risk factors and the level of their exposure

 Relative Risk applicable to all exposure levels (usually a dose-response RR) 

 The “counterfactual” – often a “safe” or reduced risk exposure level or a new diet
 The basis for comparison beyond which the additional attributable burden is calculated
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3. Risk Factor Prevalence and Severity

 For food-based risk factors, this data takes the form of food consumption surveys (depending on the 
age of the survey data and completeness of information, some modeling and extrapolation may be 
required). 

 The amount of food consumed, or the amount below the ideal, represents the severity of exposure for 
those who consume at that amount. 

 This amount is used to identify an appropriate Relative Risk for that group
(Remember  𝑎𝑑𝑗. 𝑅𝑅𝐸𝑥𝑝 ∗ 𝑃𝐸𝑥𝑝 )

 Summary Exposure Value (SEV) combines both the degree of RR according to exposure and population 
prevalence, and is useful for trend analysis and forecasting on a population scale.
 SEV = 0 if no one in the population is at risk, and 1 if everyone is at the highest risk. 

© EpiX Analytics LLC

SEV = 
σ 𝑃𝑟𝐸𝑥𝑝∗𝑅𝑅𝑒𝑥𝑝−1

𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑎𝑥−1



3. Risk Factor Exposure and Lag-time

© EpiX Analytics LLC
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60-year-old men

Health Outcome in 60-
year-old men in 2017 is 
compared against food 

in 2017 to estimate 
attributable burden.

2015 201720132011

Latest Consumption 
Survey

Induction period for CRC ~ 20 years  

40-year-old 
men in 1997 

Induction period for Htn -> Stroke ~ 1-5 years  

2027

CRC cases 
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olds in 
2047 

Strokes in 65-
year-olds in 
2030 

 For dietary factors in the current GBD, the current risk factor exposure is paired with 
current disease (Smoking and asbestos are only exceptions)

 Attributable burden works when you have short time between exposure and effect, 
stability in exposure so that the current = past (or if there is the same relationship 
between the current and past exposure as in the study that provided the RR)

 When forecasting based on a change in exposure (like a dietary change) the problems of 
lag time and reversibility of exposure could lead to overestimating the impact, especially 
over short time periods. 



Simplified Example of Fruit and Heart Disease
We know from Aune et al 2017 that low fruit consumption is 
associated with heart disease. 
What is the burden of disease for heart disease in Norway 
attributable to low fruit consumption?
1. Assume a disability weight from heart disease (for any 

severity) of 0.049.
2. -According to the European Health Information 

Gateway, in 2015, 4,214 Norwegians died from heart 
disease, out of roughly 150,000 cases. 
-We will assume that all of those mortalities had a         

healthy life expectancy of 24.3 more years.
3.  - Let’s say the recommendation for daily fruit   

consumption is 250g (around 3 servings of 85 grams)
- According to Norkost 3, adults in Norway eat an average  

of 178 g/day (SD of 149), and 20% of eat at least 
250g 
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https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5837313/pdf/dyw319.pdf
http://www.who.int/healthinfo/mortality_data/en/


 Because of the assumptions (and ignoring uncertainty for now), the first step of 
calculating the DALYs for heart disease in 2015 is straightforward. 

Simplified Example of Fruit and Heart Disease

𝑌𝐿𝐿 = 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑙𝑡ℎ𝑦 𝐿𝑖𝑓𝑒 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑦 × 𝐷𝑒𝑎𝑡ℎ𝑠 = 24.3 × 4214 = 102,400

𝑌𝐿𝐷 = 𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑠 × 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 = 150,000 × 0.049 = 7,350

Total 𝐻𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑡 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 𝐷𝐴𝐿𝑌𝑠 = 𝑌𝐿𝐿 + 𝑌𝐿𝐷 = 102,400 + 7,350 =109,750

 How many of those DALYs can be attributed to low fruit consumption?

 Return to the information that we base our link between heart disease and fruit on: 

 Systematic review and meta-analysis which evaluated linear and non-linear dose 
response curves for fruit consumption and disease including coronary heart disease. 
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Simplified Example of Fruit and Heart Disease

© EpiX Analytics LLC

Forest plot and cubic spline DR figure From Aune et al 2017 Int. 

Journal of Epidemiology Vol 46

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC5837313/pdf/dyw319.pdf


Simplified Example of Fruit and Heart Disease

 We have a continuous exposure, so we’ll need to integrate over the RR and 
exposure prevalence distribution to calculate the PAF 
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𝑃𝐴𝐹(𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑢𝑜𝑢𝑠) =
.𝑎𝑑𝑗) 𝑅𝑅𝐸𝑥𝑝 ∗ 𝑃𝐸𝑥𝑝) − .𝑎𝑑𝑗) 𝑅𝑅𝑇𝑀𝑅𝐸𝐿 ∗ 𝑃𝑇𝑀𝑅𝐸𝐿)

.𝑎𝑑𝑗) 𝑅𝑅𝐸𝑥𝑝 ∗ 𝑃𝐸𝑥𝑝)

 The resulting PAF using a linear model is 5.36%, and using the non-linear model 
is 8.71% (see spreadsheet model for details)

 The last step: multiply the PAF by the DALY: 

 Under linear dose-response assumption, the burden in 2015 attributable to low fruit 
consumption is 5,885 or with non-linear is 9,561. 
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392(10159), 10–16 Nov. 2018, Pages 2052-2090
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Excerpts from figures 1 and 3 of Foreman et al., 2018, showing select SEV estimates and 

forecasts. Foreman et al., 2018, The Lancet 392(10159), 10–16 Nov. 2018, Pages 2052-2090

 Predicted exposure and population 
factors are combined with current RR to 
estimate predicted mortality instead of 
directly trending mortality

 Lag between exposure and effect 
important (unlike for burden estimation)

B. Future changes: GBD forecasting

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6227505/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6227505/


Estimation of burden and forecasting:
Approaches are not standardized

Study

GBD EAT-
Lancet 
basis

PAF 
calculated

Current/ 
retrospective 
estimate

Forecasting Inputs to estimation or 
forecast (blue = uncertainty 

included, orange=tested but 
omitted)

Forecasted 
trends 
uncertainty

Afshin et al 2019 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Population
Mortality & Prevalence
Diet composition
Relative Risks of foods

NA

Foreman et al 2018 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Population
Mortality & Prevalence
Diet composition
Relative Risks of foods

✓

Springmann et al 2018 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ Population
Mortality & Prevalence
Diet composition
Relative Risks of foods

No

Sælensminde et al 2016 
(Helsedirektoratet)

✓ ✓ Diet composition
TMREL
DALY burden of disease

No

Mittenzwei et al 2019
(Klimakur)

✓ ✓ Diet composition
TMREL
DALY burden of disease

No
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C. Incorporating chance:
Combining A and B estimates for prediction

Many disparate sources (e.g., population, growth, consumption, prevalence, 
mortality)

Combination often requires some sort of mathematical integrals

 Some analytical solutions available, but very limited and require more 
assumptions (Gaussian/log estimates, parametric correlation structures, etc.)

 Most flexible is via simulation, usually Monte Carlo (MC) or Markov Chain Monte 
Carlo (MCMC)

 Monte Carlo conceptually very simple: take n independent random samples from 
distributions, calculate model, and summarize statistics of interest
…however, prone to mistakes due to conceptual misconceptions of distributions



How does Monte Carlo work?

Much more about MC simulation and risks in ModelAssist our fully free encyclopedia of 

risk analysis https://modelassist.epixanalytics.com/

.5 1 1.5 2

=

https://modelassist.epixanalytics.com/


MC simulation requires correctly identifying 
distributions

Heterogeneity/inter-individual variability: collection of differences 
between individuals/entities
e.g., food intake, Income, BMI

Randomness/variability: differences observed due to chance. 
Natural: inherent to the system evaluated e.g., cases of diabetes/yr, 

manufacturing failures
Artificial: sampling. e.g., RCTs, NHANES

Uncertainty: What we don’t know. Unlike two above, a function of the 
observer. 

can be reduced as more data is collected
e.g., Relative Risks of illness/risk factors, prevalence of a disease, mortality 

rate

Confusing uncertainty with variability common and affects CIs

N(    , )
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Identify disease 
and the 

associated 
number of cases

Identify foods 
that are linked to 

the disease

Calculate PAF of 
cases

PAF X Total cases 
X Burden per 

case = Burden of 
Disease per food

Proportion of 
consumers

Amount 
consumed

Amount consumed 
with zero risk (TMREL)

RR at amount 
consumed

New 
Burden of 
Disease

New Amount 
consumed

DALY/food 
regression

Extracted from GBD by 
Norwegian reports

Example: projections Norwegian studies/dietary 
guidelines

Directorate of Health: Helsedirektoratet Rapport IS-2451: Samfunnsgevinster av 
å følge Helsedirektoratets kostråd

NIBIP: Mittenzei et al (2020) Klimakur 2030. Overgang fra rødt kjøtt til vegetabilsk 
og fisk https://nibio.brage.unit.no/nibio-xmlui/handle/11250/2638457

https://www.helsedirektoratet.no/rapporter/samfunnsgevinster-av-a-folge-helsedirektoratets-kostrad/Samfunnsgevinster%20av%20%C3%A5%20f%C3%B8lge%20Helsedirektoratets%20kostr%C3%A5d.pdf/_/attachment/inline/aedaf6ba-fa35-4fcf-9e86-cb936ca6ccb4:f43531d1bb8588d090ee55b5d46ddeb4b2da6b23/Samfunnsgevinster%20av%20%C3%A5%20f%C3%B8lge%20Helsedirektoratets%20kostr%C3%A5d.pdf
https://nibio.brage.unit.no/nibio-xmlui/handle/11250/2638457


Norwegian studies

Linear change in food consumptions corresponds 
to a fixed change in DALYs 

Estimated from DALYs from current consumption 
and TMREL consumption (0 DALYs)

No inclusion of uncertainty (DALY uncertainty 
intervals used as scenarios)

…as Scenarios are the sum of the extremes rather 
than true confidence intervals -> assumes 100% 
correlation between food groups
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Figure and data from Helsedirektoratet Rapport IS-2451: 

Samfunnsgevinster av å følge Helsedirektoratets kostråd
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https://www.helsedirektoratet.no/rapporter/samfunnsgevinster-av-a-folge-helsedirektoratets-kostrad/Samfunnsgevinster%20av%20%C3%A5%20f%C3%B8lge%20Helsedirektoratets%20kostr%C3%A5d.pdf/_/attachment/inline/aedaf6ba-fa35-4fcf-9e86-cb936ca6ccb4:f43531d1bb8588d090ee55b5d46ddeb4b2da6b23/Samfunnsgevinster%20av%20%C3%A5%20f%C3%B8lge%20Helsedirektoratets%20kostr%C3%A5d.pdf


Impact of assuming 100% correlation in DALYs 
between food groups

 Klimakur Scenario 8 adds up 
percentiles for each food 
group e.g., 97.5th percentile 
of Fruits AND Nuts

 Instead, DALY distributions 
should be convoluted (e.g., 
via MC)

 Impact: medians the same, 
but SD > 60% inflated



Comparing future dietary interventions 
requires feasible scenarios

Diets have large inter-individual variability
 Wide range of diets, compliance, adherence
 Caloric consumption usually higher/lower than recommended -> 

obesity, overweight, underweight  usually biggest portion of dietary 
impact on health 

 When projecting alternative diets in the future, variability, AND 
caloric impact must be incorporated in both current “status quo” 
diets and alternative proposed diets

 But some studies (e.g., EAT-Lancet) fix calories and compliance 
for proposed diets to ideal values

 What is the impact of this assumption?

Roughly 50% prevention 
due to calorie control

Reproduced from Springmann et al, 2018



EAT-LANCET: impact of uncertainty, adherence, and calories when 
projecting hypothetical vs current diets

REF diet calorie intake assumed fixed  ->  underweight, overweight, and obesity eliminated in the US population. This 
assumption is responsible for 75% (63-94%) of the predicted total mortalities avoided in the USA. 

“After adjusting for the omitted uncertainty and RR errors, and beyond the impact of changing energy consumption 
to a fixed and ideal level with the REF diet, there may not be statistically significant changes in deaths from switching 
from the current diet composition to the REF one.” Zagmutt, Pouzou, and Costard. The EAT-Lancet Commission's 
Dietary Composition May Not Prevent Noncommunicable Disease Mortality, The Journal of Nutrition, Volume 150, 
Issue 5, May 2020, Pages 985–988
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https://doi.org/10.1093/jn/nxaa020


Principles apply to any model projections: 
Sustainability forecasting in EAT-LANCET

“Application of this framework to future projections of world 
development indicates that food systems can provide healthy 
diets (i.e., reference diet) for an estimated global population of 
about 10 billion people by 2050 and remain within a safe 
operating space. However, even small increases in consumption 
of red meat or dairy foods would make this goal difficult or 
impossible to achieve”



Conclusions for webinar series

 Risk analysis concepts can inform how we understand nutrition evidence

 Quality of evidence is nuanced, but observational studies must be held to high standards and interpreted 
appropriately for communication and decision-making
 E.g., spurious findings and potential for P-hacking of nutritional cohorts can be reduced by providing statistical analysis 

plans and hypotheses prior to collecting the data

 Embrace and understand uncertainty (and complexity when needed) in both exposure and outcome assessments

 Relationship between foods and health is complex – simple messages for complex problems fail. Rather, 
understand that decisions can still be made under uncertainty

 Forecasting dietary change impacts requires honest incorporation of uncertainty, systemic changes, and realistic 
comparisons of diet effects

 Studies, particularly those aimed at directly informing policy must be reproducible by multiple independent groups
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Thank you!
Any questions or suggestions, please feel free to 

contact us.
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